Participants' backgrounds included embedded real-time systems, medical informatics, enterprise applications, development tools, military systems, business process management, Web applications and services, and desktop applications. Most had used UML, and three had used more-formal methods in industrial settings, including executable UML (xUML), Promela, the Software Requirements Engineering Methodology (SREM), the Distributed Computing Design System (DCDS), predicate logic, and language-based type systems for customized analysis.
The Power of Myth
A myth isn't simply a refutable claim; in its purest form it's a heroic narrative illuminating the human condition. It can establish a model for behavior and uphold social traditions. Myths have enduring appeal-people want to believe in them, notwithstanding contradictory evidence. This "wish to believe" elevates a myth from a simple, objectively testable statement to a phenomenon whose appeal and persistence require interpretation.
During our discussions it became clear that the space of formal methods is much richer now than when Hall identified the seven myths. So, we take formal methods to include any methods based on discrete symbolic systems that allow precise specification and analysis of software. This interpretation includes not only formal logics, but also notations such as Spec#, the Java Modeling Language (JML), the Standard Annotation Language (SAL), and domain-specific languages (DSLs). Indeed, certain UML diagrams can be formal methods when used for analysis as well as description.
With this broader view, four themes emerged in our discussions: I n spring 2009 a graduate seminar at Carnegie Mellon discussed a set of significant software engineering papers, including many of the IEEE Software "Top Picks." This article summarizes our discussion of Anthony Hall's 1990 "Seven Myths of Formal Methods" (see Figure 1 ). 1 The discussion group included 14 students and faculty. Three participants had over nine years of industrial software development experience, nine had two to five years, and two had less than two years. The desire for agility might appear to conflict with formal methods, but our experience with using them to enable understanding, communication, and system evolvability shows otherwise.
We discuss how each of these themes reflects the current status-both the validity and the perception-of Hall's myths.
Formal Methods for Both Understanding and Precision
In our experience, emerging formal methods continue to debunk the myths of guaranteeing software perfection and proving total program correctness by following one of two philosophical paths:
■ They allow for more precise understanding of software requirements. Our experiences continue to reaffirm Hall's observations-that even without verification, the mere act of formally specifying requirements can make crucial distinctions early in the process. DSLs, for instance, provide precise formalisms that help achieve understanding, even before automatic verification (see the "Formality for Understanding" sidebar). ■ They can make strong guarantees about narrow aspects of software. Spec# and SAL both allow developers to prove specific, narrow classes of assertions, but they make no claims about other aspects of program correctness. This targeting makes the techniques highly adoptable and cost-effective.
Our observation of the increasing industry use of formal methods provides growing evidence that refutes myths 1 and 2. We believe the key to successful adoption of formal methods is opportunistic application (see the "Cost-Effective Abstractions" and "Formality for Understanding" sidebars). Which parts of the software are most critical? Which are used most? Where are the greatest degrees of uncertainty?
Myths 1 and 2 seem to arise from our desire for the simplicity of a single formalism for specifying all aspects of a system and for the reassurance that proof would provide. Such generality adds power but demands mathematical sophistication. Specification without verification or narrowly focused techniques can skirt around these myths. Thus, Myths 1 and 2: Partially busted by continued and emerging uses of formal methods.
Formal Methods Embedded in Tools and Languages
We hear developers say they wouldn't use formal methods on a serious project, but these same developers create UML state diagrams or use language-based verification such as SAL. Unlike older approaches, these methods mask the underlying formality: the formal notations are embedded in tools, then marketed as diagramming techniques, languages, or lightweight verifiers. This maturation of the tools relieves humans of tedious, error-prone work.
Delving into our own reactions to myths 3 and 7, we realized that belief in these myths stems from the term "formal methods" itself; we don't see formal methods' mythic power extending to specific tools such as Microsoft's Static Driver Verifier and SAL. These tools hide their formality behind automation and abstraction, 
Formality for Understanding
One class participant shared his experience using a formal method in an agile setting: 
Formal Methods' Demand for Mathematical Maturity
Formal methods are commonly taught in computer science and software engineering programs, both graduate and undergraduate. The IEEE and ACM curriculum guidelines for software engineering recommend topics in mathematics and formal methods. At Carnegie Mellon, one of five core courses in the Master of Software Engineering program is devoted to formal methods, and the computer science undergraduate degree requires an introduction to formal methods. These courses emphasize selecting appropriate formal methods for a given problem as a key to success.
On the basis of personal experience, we believe students should study set theory, combinatorics, elementary graph theory, predicate logic, and state machines. Although some current formal methods, such as SAL and JML, require significantly less mathematical sophistication than earlier methods, selecting a method still requires critical judgment and some degree of mathematical maturity-someone who understands the choices and their ramifications.
We still see resistance to mathematical techniques among software developers, perhaps because they lack appropriate mathematical education, perhaps because mathematics retains a special mystique. Although the belief in Myth 4 is diminishing, it still persists. Thus, Myth 4: Plausible because appropriate selection requires some mathematical maturity
Formal Methods in Agile Practices
Agile methods are one of the more interesting development philosophies to emerge in the last 20 years. Although at first glance, agile and formal methods seem incompatible, we see many opportunities to combine them effectively. Most important, formal methods enable effective communication (see the "Formal Methods for Communication" sidebar) and user involvement. Developers commonly use DSLs to specify aspects of systems in notations that closely match the systems' problem domain. Developers can use these specifications for code generation or runtime configuration (see "Formality for Understanding" sidebar).
By promoting direct implementation as well as developer and customer comprehension, these formal methods let systems evolve by simply modifying their domain-based descriptions, which improves communication and reduces costs. Their simplicity and understandability make them palatable to developers and users whose belief in myths 5 and 6 might persist. Thus, Myths 5 and 6: Partially busted through language support.
M
yths have an enduring appeal that resists objective evidence. People see relationships in data where none exist through a process psychologists call "illusory correlation." These biased observations reinforce the
Cost-Effective Abstractions
Cost-effective formal methods must match notations to problems. One class participant shared the challenges he faced in using a formal method that mostly matched the problem domain but lacked the ability to express a few important temporal properties concisely and in a readable manner:
We Sometimes changing the story behind a myth changes people's attachment to the myth. Consider the wolf, often cast in myths as a fierce and aggressive animal, much to be feared. Domesticating the wolf gave us "man's best friend." This domestication produced St. Bernards (mountain rescue), Doberman pinschers (protection), golden retrievers (companions and guides), and a variety of hunting and working breeds. Both wolves and dogs are canines, but the wolf's mythic stature gave way to the dramatically different image of a companion and house pet.
We've seen a similar domestication of formal methods over the past 20 years. Formal methods that were once wild and ferocious have been tamed for use in a variety of specific ways. Some folks say that when a formal method is automated or embedded in a tool, it's no longer a true formal method; in other words, the domestication of the formal method has bred out its ferocity. Without accepting the identification of formality with ferocity, we note that such automation might sacrifice generality in favor of power for a specific task. But is our objective to preserve the ferocity of the wild methods, or is it to tame their complexity in the service of software developers?
